Abstract-This paper presents an enhanced geometric hashing technique suitable for object recognition. Unlike the available geometric hashing, the proposed technique needs less amount of time and memory, uniform index distribution in the hash space without using any rehashing function. It performs indexing and searching in one pass with linear complexity. The proposed technique has been applied in biometric databases. It has been tested for two traits such as ear and iris database. The hitrate of 100% has been achieved in top 5 best matches in all cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of recognising an image has been extensively studied in the field of computer vision, pattern recognition, etc. The trivial solution for object recognition is to search all images in the database (henceforth called models) against a query image (henceforth called query). It is computationally inefficient to retrieve each model from the database and to compare it against the query for a match. Hence there is a need to index these images to reduce the complexity of recognition significantly. However, following are some issues while indexing images of the large database.
• The number of features points extracted from an image may not be fixed.
• Feature vector representing an object is of high dimension.
• Let M = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f m } and Q = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n } be a model and a query respectively where f i s and f j s are feature points. Assume that M and Q are the two instances of the same object. It can be observed that -number of feature points in M and that in Q may not be same. -there may not exist any f j in Q such that f i = f j , for some f i , f i ∈ M .
• The image of an object may be partially occluded and it may contain some other objects which are not present in the database for recognition.
• The objects may be rotated and translated relative to their database position. Most of the indexing techniques work a fixed number of feature points. However, in some applications like biometrics, the feature points may vary from image to image and the maximum number of feature points cannot be predicted in advance. Hence, there is a need to design a new indexing technique that supports variable number of features on highdimensional space.
Classical geometric hashing can be used to index the variable feature points in a high-dimensional space. However, classical geometric hashing may not be suitable for its computational time and memory requirement because it uses nC 2 bases pair [1] [2] .
The computational cost of classical geometric hashing can be reduced by the approaches which are based on probabilistic, randomization and modified geometric hashing. In probabilistic approach the computational cost is reduced by thinning out feature points and number of bases. In [3] a probabilistic approach of random reduction of feature points has been proposed to reduce the computational cost. But it decreases retrieval accuracy. The theoretical as well as experimental results of the Monte Carlo algorithms (randomization) proposed in [4] suggest that it is possible to avoid the worst case behavior of the deterministic versions of alignment and classical geometric hashing, while ensuring a very small probability of a mismatch. In [5] a modified geometric hashing has been proposed to reduce the computational cost and memory in content-based image retrieval system to retrieve similar shape images from the visual database. To minimize the memory demand, only a subset of image primitives are stored in the hash table.
The non-uniform distribution of invariants over the hash table makes an inefficient storage of the data resulting the slow down of the recognition process. The key solution to the problem is the selection of a "good" geometric hash function which can redistribute the data uniformly over the hash table. All combinations of hash functions have been attempted in [6] to choose the best one. In [7] , [8] rehashing functions have been suggested. The basic idea is to find a transformation which maps the distribution of invariants to a uniform distribution. This approach suffers from two drawbacks. First, it is based on the assumption that the probability density function (pdf) of model feature points is known a priori. However, such an assumption can be unreliable, especially in cases where the number of models is small. Second, the derivation of the rehashing transformation involves complex computations and infeasible [9] . In [10] a technique to make uniform distribution of data points has been proposed. It is based on the use of an "elastic hash table" implemented as a Self-Organizing Feature Map Neural Network. Unlike existing approaches which try to redistribute the invariants over the hash bins, it spreads the hash bins over the invariants. The advantage of this approach is that it adapts to the invariants through learning. Hence, it makes no assumption about the statistical characteristics of the invariants. In [11] a technique based on the voting scheme has been proposed. It casts a vote in Hough space. The use of this Hough transform based vote renders this system robust even against large number of collisions in the hash table.
There are some improved techniques of classical geometric hashing which employ other primitive features. Instead of feature point, techniques in [12] and [13] have used a line segment and a chain of connected line segments respectively to index into the hash table. In [14] correlated complex local shape parameters (i.e., four-dimensional local shape descriptors) have been used to produce viewpoint invariant. The use of correlated high-dimensional indices is crucial to overcome the drawbacks of classical geometric hashing [15] such as poor index selectivity, excessive accumulation of votes in each bucket, limited number of useful buckets in the table and extreme sensitivity to noise and quantization parameters [16] . A new hashing technique [17] For indexing, classical geometric hashing maps feature points of an object to hash table with respect to a bases pair points which are selected from the object itself. In order to handle all possible rotations in an object, the technique considers all possible bases pair (effectively nC 2 , where n is the total number of feature points in the object) and maps object feature points in the hash table with respect to all the bases pairs. As a result, it increases both memory and searching cost.
In the proposed technique, in order to handle all possible rotations in an object, each image object is aligned using principal components of the feature points obtained using the PCA. So the technique effectively removes the use of bases pairs thus reduces the time complexity by a factor of nC 2 . Overhead in the proposed technique is the use of PCA which is negligible. In the proposed indexing technique, since each feature point is inserted exactly once, both memory and searching cost has been reduced significantly.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the proposed enhanced geometric hashing. Experimental results are analyzed in the next section. Conclusions are given in the last section.
II. PROPOSED ENHANCED GEOMETRIC HASHING
Enhanced geometric hashing consists of two stages known as indexing and searching. In the indexing stage, the models are inserted into the hash table. For any new model, it can be added without affecting the performance of the recognition algorithm and without modifying the existing index structures. Indexing consists of three steps known as feature extraction, preprocessing and hash table generation. In the searching stage, it extracts the features from a query and preprocessed similar to indexing stage and accesses the previously constructed hash table for recognition. It consists of two steps, filtering and refinement. 
A. Indexing
At the time of Indexing, it index the features of all models in the database. Features are represented by co-ordinate position. It consists of co-ordinate position of feature points. Generally, based on the number of matched co-ordinate positions, the correspondence between two object is found. It gives a measure of global similarity between the objects, but it does not establish a one-to-one correspondence between them. Although considerable amount of time has been reduced through indexing in classical geometric hashing, the lack of quantitative correspondence makes this technique unsuited for recognizing multiple or partially occluded objects in a noisy image. Much attention has been made to extract geometric primitives (e.g., lines, circles, curvature, edges, etc.) that are invariant to viewpoint change [18] . Nevertheless, it has been shown that such primitives can only be reliably extracted under limited conditions (controlled variation in lighting and viewpoint with certain occlusion). Hence the idea is to use simple and efficient quantitative information along with the feature point based co-ordinate positions. The descriptor vector around each feature point is considered as quantitative information in order to improve the performance of the recognition system. The algorithm for indexing the model image in the enhanced geometric hashing is given above.
1) Feature Extraction: For each model in the database, features are extracted by SURF feature extraction algorithm which has more discriminative power than a local feature descriptor such as SIFT [19] . Assume that for a model, M J , SURF has extracted m key points, f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m . It can be noted that the number of key points may vary from one model to another. Each f i is a 3−tuple (x, y, D) where x, y is used as indices to insert into the hash table and the descriptor vector D is used to filter out the results during searching.
2) Preprocessing:
During indexing, the features f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m are extracted for all models using SURF algorithm [19] . There is a possibility that the model images may appear translated and rotated relative to their original positions. Also, models may not have the same scale. Hence in order to make the proposed indexing technique invariant to translation, rotation and scaling, every model in the database is preprocessed. It consists of three steps, mean centering, rotation with respect to principal components and normalization.
If the model image is translated, the feature points are also translated from their original positions. In that case, mean centering can be used to translate each feature point f i to f i such that mean of all f i becomes zero. This can be done
The set of feature points {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } is used to determine the largest (P C 1 ) and the second largest (P C 2 ) principal components. The geometric properties of PCA are used to make the model image invariant to rotation. P C 1 and P C 2 , are rotated in such a way that they become the primary axes of the co-ordinate system. Let the point set {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } become {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } after the rotation step.
In order to make the feature points invariant to scale, the normalization step is carried out. For the point set {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m }, each feature point is divided by the standard deviation (σ) of the point set. It can be observed that all these normalized feature points become much closer to each other and as a result, it may occupy a single bin into the hash table. In order to avoid such a situation, it is multiplied by some scaling factor α such that every feature point, gets different bin into the hash table. Let the point set {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } become {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m } after the normalization step. These preprocessing steps has little effect on well distribution of feature points in the hash table.
3) Hash Table Generation : Each preprocessed feature point in a model is mapped into the location p l of hash table by placing the midpoint of the co-ordinate system at the center of the hash table as follows
where size(H) is the number of bins in the hash table. After mapping, all feature points are inserted into hash table as
where M id and D are the model identity and the descriptor vector of the feature point respectively. The same process is repeated for each model in the database.
B. Searching
In contrast to classical geometric hashing, the response time in the enhanced geometric hashing is much faster because it needs to compare with a smaller number of feature points. For a query Q, Algorithm 2 gets the top k best matches from the hash table in a two step process, filtering and refinement. In the filtering step, the feature points which are dissimilar to the query's feature points are filtered out while at refinement step, the top k matches are found based on the voting scheme.
1) Filtering and Refinement:
In the filtering step, the feature points of the model which are dissimilar to the query's feature points are filtered out based on their descriptor vector D. It can be noted that the feature points of the different images of the same model may be missed due to the noise present in the images. In order to improve the recognition performance, it considers the feature points not only from its mapped bin but also from its nearest bins of size K × K.
Let {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n } be the n feature points in the query. For a feature point, f i , let q be the mapped index in the hash table H. As discussed above, it is considered K ×K neighbors of q in H. Let z be such a neighboring bin, i.e., z ∈ q − K 2 , q+ K 2 . Note that there may be some feature points of different models from the database lying in the bin z of H. Let c be a feature point of a model lying in z. Euclidean distance between q and c, ∀c ∈ H(z) and
A candidate set C i for the corresponding feature point f i of the query Q contains all the model identity M id (c) such that
, where t is the assigned threshold. The same procedure is followed for all query points f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n . Thus, there are n candidate sets C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C n for given n feature points in a query Q.
In refinement step, these candidate sets C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C n are concatenated and the number of occurrences of each model identity M id is determined. Let C be the set of the form as C = {M id , l} where l is the number of occurrence of each model identity M id . The elements of C are arranged in decreasing order with respect to the number of occurrences. First k model identities of the set C are considered as top k matches against the query Q.
C. Time Complexity
Enhanced geometric hashing allows to solve the indexing and searching problem in one pass with linear time. It reduces the size of the hash table by inserting each feature points exactly once into the hash table. Hence the computational cost reduces to O(mN ) in the indexing stage and O(nk) in the searching stage where k is the window size considered at the time of searching. The number of stored entries in the hash table of enhanced geometric hashing is mN . Therefore, the number of entries in a sub region is reduced to mN/k in average. The preprocessing step has little effect on uniformity distribution in enhanced geometric hashing. Hence there is no need of any rehashing function. Further, enhanced geometric hashing has mN bins in the voting table. Therefore, the computational cost is O(mN ).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed hashing technique has been used in the biometric databases for indexing. To determine the performance of the proposed indexing scheme, four measures, namely, hitrate, bin-miss rate, penetration rate, and Cumulative Match Characteristic curve are used.
• The hitrate (H r ) is defined by H r = X L × 100% where X is the number of queries whose corresponding identity is occurred at top t best match (here t is 5) and L is the total number of queries.
• The bin-miss rate (B r ) is defined as B r = 100 − H r • The penetration rate (P r ) is defined
where X is the total number of query images correctly identified, d i is the number of images retrieved per query and N is the database size.
• Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve represents the relationship between identification accuracy against rank (top position). The proposed technique has been tested on two databases, namely ear and iris databases. The ear database is obtained from Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur (IITK). It consists a total of 1200 ear images collected from 150 subjects. From each subject 8 ear images are collected. Out of these 8 images, 7 images are used as model and the remaining image is used as query.
It also uses the publicly available UPOL iris database [20] . It consists a total of 384 iris images collected from 64 subjects. From each subject, 3 images from left and 3 images from right eye are collected. For each subject among 3 left/right iris images 2 images are considered as model images and the remaining one image is used as query. To improve the performance in terms of time to achieve the same accuracy as exhaustive search gives, the biometric databases are indexed using enhanced geometric hashing. The bin-miss rate is obtained for various window size K × K. It has been observed that penetration rate increases with the increase of window size while bin-miss rate decreases. High penetration rate results in more search time while low binmiss rate results in a less secure identification system. Thus there exists a trade off between these two measures. We have to choose the window size (optimum) in such a way that both are at acceptable level. The value of window size is considered as optimum where two curves are intersected i.e, B r = P r . In our experiment, the window size is chosen as 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 for ear and iris databases such that both bin-miss rate and penetration rate are equal.
A. Comparison with Classical Geometric Hashing
In order to show the effectiveness of the enhanced geometric hashing with classical geometric hashing two databases such as IITK ear and UPOL public iris images are considered. The number of query images considered for comparison is small because the classical geometric hashing takes huge amount of time while searching because of nC 2 possible bases pairs. In our experiment, each image consists an average of 80 feature points and there are 80C 2 possible match results approximately 2.34 Hrs. All the experiment has been executed in matlab. For ear database 1200 images for training and 6 images for testing are considered. Similarly, for iris database 256 images and 10 images are considered for training and testing respectively.
In our experiment, It has been observed that the value of bin-miss rate and penetration rate is less when compared with classical geometric hashing in both ear and iris databases. In addition, the search time in the enhanced geometric hashing technique has reduced significantly when compared with classical geometric hashing which is 0.23 sec. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 
shows Cumulative Match Characteristic curve for
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE ICC 2011 proceedings both enhanced and classical geometric hashing. This graph is obtained for an optimum window size of 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 for ear and iris databases respectively. It could be noted that 100% identification accuracy is achieved in top 5 rank while the same is in top 106 rank for enhanced and classical geometric hashing in ear database. Similarly, in iris database 100% identification accuracy is achieved in top 5 rank while only 90% accuracy is achieved in top 84 rank for enhanced and classical geometric hashing.
IV. CONCLUSIONS This paper has proposed an enhanced geometric hashing to index the features of models. It reduces significantly the computational cost and memory. Features are extracted in such a way that they are invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. These features of all models along with their respective model identity (M id ) and the descriptor vector D are inserted in the hash table H. During searching, feature points of query Q which are invariant to rotation, translation and scaling are mapped on hash table to access the stored points in the bin and its K × K neighbors. Then distance has been computed between the descriptor vector of mapped query feature point and that of each feature point found at mapped location. And the model identity M id whose distance is less than a threshold is retained in the filtering step. The M id 's of all mapped query feature points are concatenated and occurrence of each M id is found out. Then M id having large number of occurrences are selected for the top k matches.
In enhanced geometric hashing the size of the hash table is reduced by inserting each feature point exactly once into the hash table. Hence the computational cost reduces to O(mN ) in the indexing stage and O(n) in the searching stage. The number of stored entries in the hash table is mN . Therefore, the number of entries in a sub region is reduced to mN/k in average. The preprocessing step makes the distribution of feature points uniformly into hash table. Hence, there is no need of any rehashing. Further, enhanced geometric hashing has mN bins in the voting table. Therefore, the computational cost is O(mN ). The enhanced geometric hashing has been tested on IIT Kanpur ear database of 1200 images and UPOL iris database of 384 images. For top 5 best matches, the identification accuracy of 100% is achieved in both cases.
